Vintage Military and Civilian Rifle
Match GUIDELINES
Time frame is 1895 - 1945. All rifles have to be original or
reproductions of firearms made from the 1895 - 1945 time
line. No rifle types produced after 1945 will be allowed.
The ammo can be factory or reloaded, lead or jacked and
has to have been produced and available in the same time
frame of 1895 - 1945. Cartridges need to be 6mm and up,
No AP's, tracers, wildcats, ackley improved or magnum,
no 50 BMG's are allowed. (A great resource for proper
ammo of this period is the book "Cartridges of The
World".)

Targets are AR plate set at 100,150,200,265,318 yards.
Painted black with 6 inch and 11 inch white painted 10x
rings. Only the targets on the right hand side of the range
are AR plate. Any targets on the left side of the range
including the buffaloes shot during the vintage military and
civilian rifle match, the shooter will be disqualified and
required to leave the range.

SAFETY RULES FIRST and FOREMOST
We are dealing with older military and vintage rifles.
Some have seen hard use and need to be checked by a
qualified gunsmith prior to competing. Your ammo needs
to be inspected. Powder charges double checked and
below max levels. Shooters will use a "fire line" format.
Will shoot seated and off of cross sticks (no tripods). All
rifles will be unloaded - actions open and staged in the
rifle racks till shooters are called to the line. Any
malfunctions, repairs or adjustments that occur on the
line the shooter will notify the range officer and the rifle
will be handed off then moved and addressed at the
shooting bench on the left side of the range the muzzle
will be directed and remain pointed into the berm till the
problems are corrected.
Each shooter will fire 2 rounds per target from 100 - 318
yards. No ammo will be loaded into rifles till it's your turn
to shoot. After shooting actions will remain open till it's
your turn to shoot again.

Vintage Military and Civilian Rifle
Match
Matches are shot on the second Saturday of the month
(WEATHER PERMITTING)
 Sign in at 9:00 A.M.
 Warm up at 9:30 A.M. (1911's and Shotgun)
 Shoot starts 10:00 A.M.
 Shoot takes place at the TMS long range. (See
range board when entering facilities for TMS long
range location)
 Shoot Fee is $8.00
All shooters will be required to read and sign a "HOLD
HARMLESS" form prior to competing.

Any questions contact Doc Murdock 970-210-2394

CATEGORIES
Military Iron Sight - Battle sights
Military Scoped - Fixed Power - 10x Max
Civilian Iron Sights - Standard or Target
Civilian Scoped - Fixed or Adjustable
Not set above 10x

FUTURE CATEGORIES
Semi-Auto Military Iron Sights -Battle Sights
Semi-Auto Military Scoped - Fixed Power - 10x
Semi-Auto Civilian Iron Sights - Standard or Target
Semi-Auto Civilian Scoped - Fixed or Adjustable
Not set above - 10x

Remember the Spirit of the Game
IT'S SIMPLE
SAFETY, FRIENDSHIP & FUN

